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Abstract 
The impact of the decision maker features on decision making process sometimes contradicts with the traditional theories. 
Modeling a decision making model it should be noted that it is primarily a behavioral model and behavior is influenced by 
ambiguity. Decision making is a behavioral process highly conditioned by the primary motives beliefs of a DM. In this paper we 
consider an imprecise hierarchical decision-making model where the first and the second level are described by interval 
probabilities. This method associates with the construction of a non-additive measure as a lower prevision and uses this capacity 
in Choquet integral for constructing a utility function.  This method uses combined state of nature and decision maker’s state 
which allows distinguishing the ambiguity and ambiguity attitude. We provide an experiment showing application of the 
suggested analysis.
© 2016 Lala M.Zeinalova. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1.  Introduction 
Depending upon structure of available information, a large number of decision-making methods exist. One of the 
well-known methods is the one of the expected utility proposed by von Neumann and Morgenstern1, and subjective 
expected utility by Savage2. But in real-world in many cases it becomes impossible to determine the values of 
objective probabilities3. It is more plausible to determine the values of subjective probabilities, reflecting the beliefs 
of a decision maker. Particularly, when there is no precise information (subjective or objective), an interval of 
probability can be used. The upper and lower probabilities are adequate for modeling the available information4. 
There are methods, using which it becomes possible to solve a problem with interval of probabilities, for example, 
*
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the method of maximum expected utility. However, this method uses first–order probabilities. The assessed intervals 
of probabilities are often reflective of expert’s or decision maker’s experience. His/her confidence itself is also 
imprecise and thus it can be described as intervals.  This forms an immediate motivation behind this study- a 
decision making problem with the second-order uncertainties, where the probabilities at the first and at the second 
levels are given as intervals5,6. The method, proposed in5 uses a Choquet integral for determination the values of 
utility functions for further comparing the preferences among acts. The authors construct a low prevision as non-
additive measure and use this capacity in Choquet integral. The Choquet integral has many advantages: it is 
continuous, none decreasing, located between min and max7. In5 an imprecise hierarchical decision-making model 
has the first and the second levels described by interval of probabilities.  In8, where is a hierarchical uncertainty 
model which exhibits imprecision at its second level in sense of the use of lower probabilities at this level is 
represented. The first level of this model may be either precise or imprecise. Author shows that no matter whether 
the first level is precise or imprecise the suggested hierarchical model has the same implications for decision 
analysis and decision reasoning. The model is a generalization of imprecise probabilities, Bayesian models and 
fuzzy probabilities. However one should mention that this model doesn`t deal with probability of distribution 
(multiple priors), which has more general description of incomplete probability of relevant information. When 
modeling a decision making model it should be noted that it is primarily a behavioral model and behavior is 
influenced by ambiguity. Usually an ambiguity is related to an uncertainty about unknown probability. How 
ambiguity can affect decisions? Research shows that the decision makers use reference points in decision-making. 
During the past few years there has been a great effort to model the preferences of the decision maker based on the 
identification of his/her behavioral features. The most often cited in the literature behavioral models are the ones of 
risk taking in decisions. As risk related decision making we understand the most commonly considered situations 
involving uncertainty where the precise consequences are uncertain but their probabilities are known9,10. Risk 
seekers take choices that involve a higher probability of a loss. Risk averters tend to demand more information on 
probabilities, adopting worst-case scenarios10. The experiment in Ellsberg showed that people are ambiguity averse 
in preferring the urn with known probabilities. In Ellsberg’s experiment ambiguity aversion leads to a violation of 
the Savage axioms. There are two main directions of research concerning uncertainty averse preferences: by using 
of non-additive measures, technically known as capacities (Choquet integral of a utility function)11 and by taking 
into consideration the distribution of priors (Maximin Expected utility with probability distributions)12. The first 
cited in literature axiomatization of ambiguity is given in11 and12. According to the first representation a decision 
maker constructs a model using Choquet integral with non-additive measure and chooses the appropriate alternative 
with the maximal value of the utility function. It is shown in11 that when the non-additive probability is convex the 
Choquet utility decision rule corresponds to ambiguity aversion13. In the maxmin expected utility framework 
beliefs are represented by a set of probability measures and a decision maker maximizes the expected utility 
according to the worst case belief. Choquet expected utility does not presuppose uncertainty aversion, and is, in that 
sense, more general than maxmin expected utility14. In15 authors suggested a two stage model (with second-order 
probabilities), rationalizing Ellsbergian attitudes and suggesting the distinguishing of an ambiguity attitudes and risk 
attitudes across decision makers using multiple distinct sources. It is shown in15 that attitudes towards pure risk are 
characterized by the shape of utility function and attitudes towards ambiguity are characterized by the shape of 
increasing transformation function. The probability of distribution over expected utilities “smoothly” aggregates the 
information, the decision maker has about the relevant utility profiles. In this smooth ambiguity model only the 
second–order probability is allowed and the order of utility is unrestricted16. The main advantage of the “smooth” 
ambiguity model is that it gives an opportunity to separate an ambiguity as the level of uncertainty and ambiguity 
aversion as the decision maker’s taste. The second advantage is related to a nonreduction of a second-order belief by 
using the usual expectations of utilities. It should be noted that the considered model avoids non differentiability 
relevant to maxmin expected utility model. But in15 the second-order acts or beliefs are only in the mind of the 
decision-maker, representing the precise values. In a real world in many cases it is usually impossible to assign the 
precise value of the second-order probability to any event.  Some of these aspects were critically discussed in 
study17. In this study we consider the second-order interval hierarchical models as the more adequate and intuitively 
meaningful models for formalizing information structure of a decision making problem. The method associates with 
the construction of a non-additive measure as a lower prevision and uses this capacity in Choquet integral for 
constructing a utility function5. This method uses combined state of nature and decision maker’s state which allows 
distinguishing the ambiguity and ambiguity attitude. The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present 
required preliminaries and cover some prerequisite material (such as lower prevision, Choquet integral, joint 
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probability distribution). In Section 3 we formulate a statement of the problem. In Section 4 we present a method 
used to solve it. In Section 5 we cover selected example of application of the suggested method to a real-life 
business problem. Concluding comments are included in Section 6.  
2. Preliminaries 
Definition. Choquet integral18,19,20,21,22. Let : RI :o    be a measurable real-valued function on :  and 
> @: 0,1FK o  be a non-additive measure defined over SF . SF  is a V -algebra of subsets B S . The Choquet 
integral of  I  with respect to K  is defined as 
         1
1
hi i i
i
d BI K I Z I Z K
 :
  ¦³   (1) 
where index ( )i  implies that elements , 1, ,i i nZ :    are permuted such that      1hi iI Z I Z t ,   1 0iI Z   
by convention and    ^ `1 , , .i iB Z Z : .
Definition. Lower prevision23,24,25,26,27,28,29. The lower prevision P is represented as the lower envelope of a 
closed convex set 5  of linear previsions then        
min{ ( ) : }P P X X S G  u  (2) 
In particular case, when linear prevision is a probability measure the lower prevision is the lower envelope of 
probability distributions. In this work we use lower prevision as non-additive measure K .
Construction of a joint probability distribution over a space of combined states. Let suppose that we consider two 
interval-valued dependent events R  and V when 1 2( ) [ ( ), ( )]P R P R P R  and 1 2( ) [ ( ), ( )]P V P V P V . Then the 
marginal probabilities of these two events are ( )P R  and ( )P V , correspondingly. To measure a joint probability of 
these two events we need information of a type of dependence between R  and V . There exist three types of 
dependence: positive dependence, independence and negative dependence. Positive dependence implies that R  and 
V  have tendency to occur together. Negative dependence implies they don’t commonly occur together.  
Positive dependence among R  and V is modeled as30,31
1 2 1 1 2 2( , ) [ ( , ), ( , )] [ ( ) ( ), min( ( ), ( ))]P R V P R V P R V P R P V P R P V    (3) 
Positively dependent events occur together more often that independent ones. Negative dependence between H
and G  is modeled as30,31
1 2 1 1 2 2( , ) [ ( , ), ( , )] [max( ( ) ( ) 1,0), ( ), ( )]P R V P R V P R V P R P V P R P V       (4)  
Unknown dependence is modeled as 
1 2 1 1 2 2( , ) [ ( , ), ( , )] [max( ( ) ( ) 1, 0), min( ( ), ( ))]P R V P R V P R V P R P V P R P V      (5) 
3.  Problem Statement 
Let 1 2( , ,..., )
n
NS s s s E   be a space of states of nature and X be a space of fuzzy outcomes as a bounded 
subset of nE . Denote by 1 2{ , ,..., }
n
MG g g g E   a set of states of a decision maker
30,31,32. Then we call S G:  u
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a space “nature-decision maker”, elements of which are combined states ( , )s gY  , where u  is s Cartesian product 
of these two important spaces as basis for comparison of alternatives. Denote F:   a V -algebra of subsets of : .
Then consider { | : }A h A h X  :o  the set of actions as the set of all F:  -measurable functions from :  to X
33,34,35. A problem of behavioral decision making with combined states under imperfect information can be denoted 
as ( , , , )lD X A :  , where l   are linguistic preferences of a DM. The problem is to determine preferences among 
alternatives by means of a utility function. For decision-making, in this study a utility function is used as a 
representation of preferences among alternatives. The suggested decision-making methodology based on a given 
information structure uses Choquet expected utility for description of preferences. As initial information relevant to 
probabilities is represented by interval values, lower prevision can be used as a non-additive measure. Thus the 
utility function used here is as follows 
    ,
S G
U h u h s g dK
u
 ³     (6) 
where  ,h s g is an outcome of an action h A   in the states of nature Ss   and of decision maker g G  and 
  ,u h s g  is a value of a real-valued utility function : Ru X o   measuring utility of an outcome  h s . The 
decision making problem in this case consists in the determination of an optimal action  h A   such that  
    *
h A
max ,
S G
U h u h s g dK

u
 ³    (7) 
The suggested decision analysis under the second-order imprecise probabilities involves the determination of an 
optimal action  *h A  for which (7) is satisfied.  
4.  A Solution to the Problem 
Below we present the detailed methodology required to solve this problem. The suggested decision-making 
method includes the following stages.  
At the first stage we construct the joint probabilities distribution over a space of combined states, i.e. we 
determine the joint probability  ,P R V given numerical probabilities  P R  and  P V  of dependent events R
and V . A general representation of combined states space S G:  u  is given in Table 1.
Table 1. Combined states space 
1g jg  … Mg
1s  1 1,s g  1, js g  …  1, Ms g
2s  2 2,s g  2 , js g  …  2 , Ms g
… … … … … 
Ns  1,Ns g  ,N js g  …  ,N Ms g
At the second stage, it becomes necessary to assign utility values for actions kh A taken at a state ( , )i S gY  .   
The third stage consists of construction of lower prevision on the basis of available partial knowledge.  
3.1. Given known interval probabilities i( ) ; , 1,..., 1,iiP s a a i tª º  ¬ ¼ 1, ,t n  and
( ) ; , 1, , 1,jj jP g c c j lª º  ¬ ¼  1, ,l m   one has to determine unknown probabilities ( ) ; tt tP s a aª º ¬ ¼  and 
( ) ; ll lP g c cª º ¬ ¼  by solving the following problems  
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1,
1 min, ; ,
n
it ii i
i i t
a p p a a
 z
ª º  o ¬ ¼¦
1,
1 min, ; ,
n
jl ji j
j i l
c p p c c
 z
ª º  o ¬ ¼¦    (8)  
1,
1 max, [ ; ]
n
t i i i i
i i t
a p p a a
 z
  o ¦ ,
1,
1 max, [ ; ]
m
l i j j j
j j l
c p p c c
 z
  o ¦    (9) 
Here ip and jp  denote the basic probabilities of a state of nature is and of decision maker jg .
The tasks  (8)  and (9) can be treated as problems of linear programming. As a result, one can obtain the unknown  
interval probability ( ) ; tt tP s a aª º ¬ ¼  and ( ) ; ll lP g c cª º ¬ ¼ .
3.2. Given the complete interval probability distribution ( ) ; , 1,...,ii iP s a a i nª º  ¬ ¼  and 
( ) ; , 1,...,jj jP g c c j mª º  ¬ ¼ , we construct lower prevision (2) by determining its value   BK  as a solution to the 
following optimization problem: 
    min
B
B f dK U U o³     (10) 
If jib r    then      ( )
i j
i j
a c
i
a c
f d bU U
u
u
d³ ,    ( )
i j
i j
a c
i
a c
f d bU U
u
u
 d³   ,   
1
0
1f dU U  ³   (11) 
where U  is a probability density function defined over S and G ,  f U  is a probability density function defined 
over the set of density functions U , B  is a subset of S Gu  which is included in an expression of a Choquet integral 
(see Definition in Section 2). 
The values of the utility function for every action kh A    are obtained by taking the Choquet integral, see (1).  
4.1. We rearrange indices of states is  for an action kh A  and find such permutation of indices (i) that
(1) ( )( ( , )) ... ( ( , ))k j k n ju h s g u h s gt t .
4.2. Following (6), we calculate values  kU h  of the Choquet integral.   
4.3. An optimal action  *h A  is obtained in accordance with (7) by ranking overall utilities  kU h .
5. Applications
As example we consider the benchmark business problem36 under imprecise information about different potential 
states of nature. Suppose a hotel is considering the construction of an additional wing. Management is evaluating the 
possibility of adding  130 h ,  240 h  or  350 h  rooms. The success of the addition depends on a combination of 
local government legislation and competition in the field. Four states of nature are being considered: “Positive 
legislation and low competition”  1s , “Positive legislation and strong competition”  2s , “No legislation and low 
competition”  3s  and “No legislation and strong competition”  4s . Management cannot agree with the 
probabilities of each of nature states occurring. In general, it is not known which state of nature will take place and 
what state of a decision maker will present at the moment of decision making. The problem is to find how many 
rooms to build in order to maximize the return on investment. The utilities of the each act taken at various states of 
economy are provided in Table 2. 
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Table 2.The utility values of actions under various states 
1s 2s 3s 4s
1h   3 8 6 3 
2h  15 8 3 2 
3h  8 8 8 -3 
Let the interval of probabilities (first level-probabilities) for “Positive legislation and low competition” is  1s ,
“Positive legislation and strong competition” is  2s , “No legislation and low competition” is  3s  be 
1( ) [0.4,0.5]P s  , 2( ) [0.2,0.3]P s   and 3( ) [0.15,0.25]P s  , respectively. Following the methodology introduced 
in Section 4, we have to find the interval of probability for 4s .  For this, by making use of (8)-(9) we determine the 
interval of probability 4( ) [0.0,0.25]P s  . Wake into account the following information without the mentioned 
above:
1. We have a set  ^ `1 2 3, ,G g g g   of states of a decision maker characterizing the ambiguity attitude of a DM. 
2. The second-order probability is equal to [0.7,0.9] .
We suppose that the decision maker is probably ambiguity neutral or ambiguity averse. Then the interval 
probabilities for the decision maker states are the following: “ambiguity averse” decision maker  1( ) [0.45,0.5]P g  ,
“ambiguity neutral” decision maker 2( ) [0.45,0.5]P g   . Following the methodology introduced in Section 4, we 
have to find interval probability for “ambiguity seeking” decision maker ( 3g ).  For this, by making use of (8)-(9) we 
obtain the interval of probability 3( ) [0.0,0.1]P g  .
Then the second-order probability for the states of nature and of decision maker will be as follows 
  > @^ ` > @1Pr 0.4,0.5 0.7,0.9P s   ,   > @^ ` > @2Pr 0.2,0.3 0.7,0.9 ,P s   
  > @^ ` > @3Pr 0.15,0.25 0.7,0.9 ,P s     > @^ ` > @4Pr 0.0,0.25 0.7,0.9P s   ,   
  > @^ ` > @1Pr 0.45,0.5 0.7,0.9P g   ,   > @^ ` > @2Pr 0.45,0.5 0.7,0.9P g   ,
  > @^ ` > @3Pr 0.0,0.1 0.7,0.9P g   .
The space S G:  u , i.e. “state of nature-state of the decision maker” is shown in a Table 3. 
Table 3.Space “state of nature-state of the decision maker” 
  Ambiguity 
Averse 
Ambiguity  
Neutral 
Ambiguity 
Seeking
              1g               2g 3g
     > @1 0.45,0.5P g    > @2 0.45,0.5P g    > @3 0.0,0.1P g  
1s   > @1 0.4,0.5P s   ( 1s , 1g ) ( 1s , 2g ) ( 1s , 3g )
2s   > @2 0.2,0.3P s  ( 2s , 1g ) ( 2s , 2g ) ( 2s , 3g )
3s   > @3 0.15,0.25P s  ( 3s , 1g ) ( 3s , 2g ) ( 3s , 3g )
4s   > @4 0.0,0.25P s   ( 4s , 1g ) ( 4s , 2g ) ( 4s , 3g )
We determine the probabilities of the combined states according to (3) - (5) (Table 4). We use Choquet integral 
(1) for description of preferences. We use lower prevision as non-additive measure following (2). We rearrange 
indices of states is , jg  for an action kh A  and find such permutation of indices ( )i that  
       1 4, ,k j k ju h s g u h s gt t . Given these data and following the decision making method, we calculate 
the lower prevision measure ,i jK .  The results are shown in Table 5.  By definition ^ `1 2 3 4 1,s s s s g , ^ `1 2 3 4 2,s s s s g ,
^ `1 2 3 4 3,s s s s g  are equal to 1. 
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Following (1) we calculate the values of the utility function defined as the Choquet integral for the each act. The 
values of the utility function for the corresponding alternatives are as follows: For ambiguity averse decision maker 
the values of utility function will be as follows  1 1 3.65365,U h   1 2 4.95655,U h   1 3 0.71855U h  .
Table 4.The probabilities of the combined states 
  Ambiguity 
Averse 
Ambiguity  
Neutral 
Ambiguity 
Seeking
               1g               2g 3g
  > @1 0.45,0.5P g    > @2 0.45,0.5P g    > @3 0.0,0.1P g  
1s   > @1 0.4,0.5P s  > @0.18,0.5 > @0.0,0.005 > @0.18,0.5
2s   > @2 0.2,0.3P s  > @0.09,0.3 > @0.09,0.3 > @0.0,0.003
3s   > @3 0.15,0.25P s  > @0.06705,0.25 > @0.06705,0.25 > @0.0,0.01
4s   > @4 0.0,0.25P s  > @0.0,0.125 > @0.0,0.125 > @0.0,0.125
Table 5. Values of lower prevision 
Event ^ `1 1,s g ^ `1 2,s g ^ `1 3,s g ^ `2 1,s g ^ `2 2,s g ^ `2 3,s g ^ `3 1,s g ^ `3 2,s g
Lower 
prevision
1,1K =0.1805 1,2K =0.1805 1,3K =0.05 2,1K =0.0905 2,2K =0.0905 2,3K =0.05 3,1K
=0.06705 
3,3K
=0.06705 
Event ^ `3 3,s g ^ `4 1,s g ^ `4 2,s g ^ `4 3,s g ^ `1 2 1,s s g ^ `2 3 1,s s g ^ `3 4 1,s s g ^ `2 4 1,s s g
Lower 
prevision
3,3K =0.05 4,1K =0.05 4,2K =0.05 4,3K =0.05 12,1K =0.271 23,1K
=0.15755 
34,1K
=0.11705 
24,1K =0.1405 
Event ^ `1 3 1,s s g ^ `1 2 2,s s g ^ `2 3 2,s s g ^ `3 4 2,s s g ^ `2 4 2,s s g ^ `1 3 2,s s g ^ `1 2 3,s s g ^ `2 3 3,s s g
Lower 
prevision
13,1K =0.2475 12,2K =0.271 23,2K
=0.15755
34,2K
=0.11705
24,2K
=0.1405
13,2K
=0.24755
12,3K
=0.01355
23,3K =0.0155
Event ^ `3 4 3,s s g ^ `2 4 3,s s g ^ `1 3 3,s s g ^ `1 2 3 1,s s s g ^ `1 2 3 2,s s s g ^ `1 2 3 3,s s s g
Lower 
prevision
34,3K =0.055 24,3K =0.0605 13,3K
=0.00805
123,1K
=0.33805
123,2K
=0.33805
123,3K
=0.01855
For ambiguity averse decision maker the second alternative is more preferable. For ambiguity neutral decision 
maker the values of utility function will be as follows:  2 1 3.65365,U h   2 2 4.95655,U h   2 3 0.71855U h  .
For ambiguity neutral decision maker the second alternative is  more  preferable. The values   of   utility functions 
for ambiguity averse and ambiguity neutral decision maker are equal as the intervals of probabilities of the decision 
maker’s state are equal. For ambiguity seeking decision maker the values of utility function will be as follows  
 3 1 3.0675,U h   3 2 2.10765,U h   3 3 2.79595U h   . For ambiguity seeking decision maker the first alternative 
is more preferable.  
6.  Conclusion 
Traditional Choquet Expected utility is often used to represent uncertainty attitude as an important behavioral 
aspect. Combined-states based approach allows taking into account that a decision maker can exhibit various 
ambiguity attitudes at various states of nature. So, if we consider uncertainty aversion (uncertainty neutrality or 
seeking) of decision maker the combined states based non-additive measure can be chosen as lower prevision (upper 
prevision). Consideration of decision maker’s behavior by space of states and its Cartesian product with space of 
states of nature will allow for transparent analysis of decisions. It is clear that the decision maker’s preferences 
results determined from application of the combined-states based hierarchical models coincide with the decision 
maker’s preferences results determined from the application of the “smooth” ambiguity models. We achieve the 
different results in preferences ranking in the “smooth” ambiguity models, changing the interval values of the priors 
and utility values of alternatives and so we always can achieve the results coincide with the results determined from 
the combined-states based hierarchical models.  
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